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1. Introduction

A sudden and unexpectedly high bill for a subscription that causes harm to the consumer is known as the

‘bill shock’. In general, bill shock can be used as a term for the unpleasant surprise an individual receives

on any bill that has an amount higher than expected pending to be paid. In mobile telecommunications

markets, bill shock is a sudden and unexpected increase in a mobile wireless user’s monthly bill that is not

caused by a change in service plans. Apart from the cellular services, consumers have faced bill shocks in

credit card bills, rental bills, utility bills, and medical bills. In April 2019, President Trump called for an

end to “surprise medical bills”, the astonishingly high charges insured patients can face when a member

of a medical team that treats them is not in their insurer’s network. Grubb [10] argues that firms design

contractual terms of their products in a way that they can extract surplus at the consumers’ expense arising

from the ‘bill shock’.

In April 2013, an agreement between the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and mobile network

operators committed operators to alert consumers when they approach and exceed the voice, text, and data

allowances included in their mobile phone plans. This agreement was reached as response to a proposed

“Bill Shock” regulation, which required mobile network operators to inform consumers when they use up

the monthly allowance of their mobile phone price plan (U.S. mobile network operators charge consumers a

three-part tariff: a fixed monthly fee, a monthly allowance of free calling minutes, and an overage fee per

minute.). The point of the then proposed “Bill Shock” regulation was to reduce consumers’ uncertainty

regarding the marginal price they were paying for the next unit of consumption so that they would not be

shocked by the bill they would receive at the end of the billing cycle. Under the three-part tariff pricing

structure, the source of consumer marginal price uncertainty comes from consumers’ usage uncertainty: They

cannot keep perfect track of their usage, and so they don’t know for sure whether their actual usage is below

or above the monthly allowance (the marginal price changes drastically at the point of monthly allowance).

This paper develops an empirical model of consumer usage and price uncertainty under the three-part tariff

plan. We use this model to predict how mobile phone companies would adjust their pricing decisions if Bill

Shock regulation were implemented, and consumer usage and price uncertainty were eliminated.

We present an empirical industry model in which consumers have price uncertainty when they make their

calling decision on their mobile phones. This price uncertainty occurs because consumers are unsure of their

exact usage relative to the number of free minutes (allowance) included in the plan. We model consumer

price uncertainty by including a perception error (actual usage/perceived usage) in consumers’ consumption

decisions. We assume that the perception error has a mean of 1 and follows a log-normal distribution (We

use a field study to support this crucial assumption in the model). With the perception error, consumers
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cannot keep track of their exact usage; instead, they recall their previous usage in error. The presence of

the perception error can be interpreted as limited consumer attention in keeping track of the exact usage.

The industry model has, in total, three stages: First, mobile network operators decide the pricing struc-

ture of mobile phone plans; second, consumers decide whether to use mobile phones and, if so, which plan

to subscribe to; and third, consumers make consumption decisions conditional on their chosen plan. The

model is estimated using a rich billing dataset. We jointly estimate the consumers’ preference for usage and

the subscription to mobile phone services. We then back out the mobile network operators’ marginal cost

using the demand estimates and the optimal pricing condition. Given these estimates, we simulate the price

and quantity changes in the counterfactual scenario in which the proposed regulation is implemented.

A crucial step in this estimation is to identify consumer price uncertainty. Our identification strategy

is based on the lack of bunching at the point where the marginal price changes discontinuously: Under the

assumption that the distribution of consumer preference for calling is smooth, if consumers were aware of

their exact usage, a mass point of consumers would use exactly their monthly allowance of free minutes; such

bunching does not appear in the data, and this is informative about the degree of consumer price uncertainty.

In the counterfactual analysis, we study the case in which the perception error is eliminated by Bill Shock

regulation. We first allow consumers to readjust their subscription and consumption decisions assuming no

price adjustment. We then allow mobile network operators to readjust their prices in response to Bill Shock

regulation; and, after finding the new price equilibrium, we measure how consumer surplus and firm profit

would change after the price adjustment.

Assuming no price adjustment, we estimate that mobile network operators would lose $519 million per

month from Bill Shock regulation. The profit loss comes from loss in overage payments due to the reduction

in the number of calls above the monthly allowance. Allowing for the price adjustment, we predict that the

proposed regulation has the following effects on mobile phone companies’ pricing decision: It will lead to a

decrease in allowances and a decrease in overage fees; the fixed fees decrease for most firms but less than the

decrease in allowances.

Finally, we find that the price changes associated with the Bill Shock regulation have different implications

for different segments of consumers: the lightest users and heaviest users benefit more than consumers in

the middle. For the lightest users, the reduction of free minutes do not affect them much and the reduction

in fixed fees benefit them. For the heaviest users, the reduction in overage fees benefit them. While for

consumers in the middle, the reduction of free minutes offsets the benefit from reduction in fixed fees and

overage fees.

Complementary theoretical work by Grubb [8] shows that the welfare effects of Bill Shock regulation

are ambiguous. The seminal empirical work by Grubb & Osborne [9] predicts that the regulation will
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lower average consumer welfare by about $33 per year. The panel nature of data in Grubb & Osborne [9]

allows them to address consumers’ beliefs and learning: similar to Grubb [7], consumers have biased belief;

consumers’ biased beliefs are the reason why consumers would not increase calling as a result of a reduction

in overage prices in their counterfactual simulations. In contrast, consumers have rational expectation in my

model (the cross-sectional nature of our data prevents me from estimating consumers’ beliefs.): consumers

would increase calling as a result of a reduction in overage prices in our counterfactual simulations, and the

increase in calling minutes due to lower overage prices is the dominant welfare effect.

The data used in Grubb & Osborne [9] refers to a specific type of consumers: university students who

were enrolled with a single mobile network operator. The lack of consumer heterogeneity in the data

prevents Grubb & Osborne [9] from finding significant distributional effect of Bill Shock regulation. In

contrast, the data used in this paper is nationally representative and covers all carriers. As a result, we are

able to find more substantial distributional effect of Bill Shock regulation on different types of consumers.

In particular, we find that benefits enjoyed by heavy users from Bill Shock regulation lead to the positive

average welfare effect on consumers even though the majority of consumers will be hurt by the regulation.

On the optimality of three-part tariff plans, Fibich et al. [6] considers a theoretical model where a

monopoly service provider who sells to a market that consists of two segments (heavy and light users) of

consumers that are risk neutral and rational decision makers. They show that when the firm costs are

dependent on consumers’ usage and the usage rate is deterministic, the optimal policy for the monopolist

(where it targets both the segments) is to set a lower monthly allowance, a lower monthly fixed fee, and a

higher overage price than that extract the maximal profit from the light users. Under the optimal plan, the

light users subsidize the heavy users, in the sense that the firm extracts all of the surplus from the light users,

while leaving a positive surplus to the heavy users. However, their model does not allow for competition

among the service-providers. Considering a Bertrand-style competition, the theoretical model proposed

by Baek & Brueckner [1] finds that the monopoly outcome yields underconsumption of the service by both

consumer types, while the duopoly outcome is efficient. Our empirical model takes into account the strategic

interactions among the major mobile-phone carriers while computing the new price equilibrium after the

introduction of the ‘bill-shock’ regulation. By incorporating strategic interactions while computing the new

market equilibrium, our counter-factual results give more realistic picture of what might have happened had

the regulation come into effect in 2009. To our very best knowledge, this is the first paper which conducts a

counterfactual analysis where mobile network operators are allowed adjust their pricing decisions depending

on their rivals strategies, for evaluating the impact of the regulation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the intuition of the model using

diagrams. Section 3 proposes an empirical industry model with consumer usage and price uncertainty.
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Section 4 describes the billing dataset used for the estimation of the model. Section 5 discusses identification

and estimation results of parameters in the model. Section 6 discusses the effects of Bill Shock regulation

via counterfactual simulations. Section 7 concludes.

2. Intuition of the Model

Before introducing the formal model, we first use Figures 1-a and 1-b to show the intuition of the model

proposed in this paper. These figures show one consumer’s behavior under one particular plan with a monthly

allowance of 120 minutes and an overage fee of $0.60/min (if this consumer uses fewer than 120 minutes this

month, the marginal price for each calling minute is 0; if this consumer uses more than 120 minutes this

month, the marginal price jumps to $0.60/min.)

Before the implementation of “Bill Shock” regulation, this consumer has uncertainty about her actual

usage and the actual marginal price for the next calling minute. Figure 1-a demonstrates the existence of

perception error ω as the ratio between this consumer’s perceived usage x and her actual usage q = xω;

she never observes the actual realization of ω, so she is never sure about what her actual usage q = xω is

and can make her consumption decision based only on her perceived usage x instead. Figure 1-b shows the

impact of the perception error on this consumer’s calling decision and overage payment: At any perceived

usage x, there is strictly positive possibility that this consumer’s actual usage q = xω is already longer than

120 minutes and that she has to unintentionally pay an overage fee of $0.60/min; hence, this consumer’s

expected overage payment is strictly positive at any perceived usage x and is smoothed out at around 120

minutes.

3. An Empirical Industry Model with Usage and Price Uncertainty

In this section, we propose an empirical industry model in which consumers have price uncertainty when

they make their usage decision on their mobile phones. This price uncertainty is caused by consumers’

uncertainty regarding their exact usage relative to the number of free minutes (allowance) included in the

plan.

3.1. Model Setup

We make the following assumptions in the model: Consumers cannot perfectly recall their exact mobile

phone usage, and their perceived (estimated) usage is different from their actual usage; however, on average,

consumers have a correct perception of their usage, and their perception error (actual usage/perceived usage)

follows a log-normal distribution. We conduct a field study to support this assumption. Please refer to the

Appendix for details of the field study.
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The industry model consists of three stages. In stage 1, mobile network operators set the pricing

structure of their plans; in stage 2, consumers make subscription decisions (choose a plan from all the plans

available in the market); in stage 3, consumers decide their number of monthly calling minutes conditional

on the plan chosen.

We begin with the last stage and work backwards.

3.2. Stage 3: Consumers’ calling decision

We consider consumers indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm in m = 1, 2, . . . ,M markets. Consumers first decide

whether to subscribe to a mobile phone service. Conditional on subscribing to the mobile service, consumer

i chooses a plan from the set of available plans, indexed by j = 1, 2, . . . , NJm , offered by carriers k =

1, 2, . . . ,Km, and the number of calling minutes xi using the plan.4 To use plan j, consumers must pay a

monthly fixed fee, Fj ; Aj minutes are included in plan j; once consumers use more than Aj minutes in a

given month, they must pay a per-minute overage fee of pj .

Consumer i faces a time constraint T . She chooses to allocate her time either to talking on her mobile

phone or to spending her time on outside activities (the marginal utility of which is normalized to 1) subject

to the time constraint T .5 Conditional on choosing plan j, consumer i chooses the number of calling minutes

xij and the quantity of time spent on the outside activities xi0 to maximize her surplus.

We model consumer price uncertainty by including a perception error in consumers’ consumption de-

cisions. With this perception error, consumers cannot keep track of their exact usage and recall previous

usage incorrectly. The presence of the perception error can be interpreted as limited consumer attention to

keeping track of exact usage. For simplicity, we assume that this perception error does not change during

the billing month, while, in reality, it may change over time. To be specific, a perception error is randomly

determined in the beginning of the month without being observed by the consumer. We assume that the

consumer knows the distribution of the perception error, while she does not know its exact realization. The

consumer realizes her perception error in the end of the month by receiving the bill. Under this specification,

consumers’ perceived usage is modeled as xij , while their actual usage is qij = xijω. Here, ω is the percep-

tion error that measures the ratio of actual usage over perceived usage. Since ω is not observed, consumers

maximize their expected utility conditional on the distribution of ω:

4In reality, consumers use cell phone plans for a long time, and because of inertia or switching cost, the plan used by
consumers may not be optimal with respect to the choice set available. In this model, we assume that such switching cost or
inertia do not exist.

5The time constraint ensures that the number of calling minutes is bounded at a marginal price of zero.
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max
xij

vij(xij) =

∫
ω

utility from calling︷ ︸︸ ︷
θiln(xijω) +xi0 +

disutility from payment︷ ︸︸ ︷
αipj max{(xijω)−Aj , 0} dF (ω). (1)

subject to

∫
ω

(xijω)dF (ω) + xi0︸︷︷︸
outside activity

≤ T︸︷︷︸
time constraint

Let x∗ij be the value of xij that solves equation 1 (see Appendix for more details). 6 The realized usage

is the product of the optimal perceived usage and the perception error: qij = x∗ijω. The maximum monthly

utility from calling using plan j for consumer i is, hence,

vij(x
∗
ij ; θi, αi, Aj , pj) =

∫
ω

θiln(x∗ijω) + αipj max{(x∗ijω)−Aj , 0} + T − (x∗ijω)dF (ω) (2)

3.2.1. Income effect and the preference parameter

αi measures the marginal utility of income in the unit of one minute. We allow αi to vary as a function

of a household’s monthly income per person: 7

αi = ᾱ+ αDD
a
i . (3)

The preference parameter θi measures how many minutes consumer i will call monthly if the marginal

price of calling is zero. θi varies as a function of consumers’ observable and unobservable characteristics. We

restrict θi to be positive by specifying it as an exponential function of consumers’ characteristics

θi = exp(θ̄ + θDDi + νi), (4)

where {θ̄, θD} are parameters and Di is a column vector of consumers’ key demographic characteristics.8 νi

represents consumers’ unobservable heterogeneity. We assume that νi has a normal distribution with mean

0 and variance σ2. As discussed in Berry et al. [2], the observable and unobservable heterogeneity in θi

ensures that consumers who have a strong preference for calls ( high θi) will tend to attach high utility to

all plans with large minutes allowances. This specification allows plans with similar minutes allowances to

be close substitutes for each other.

6In the paper, we assume that consumers could increase calling minutes by answering inbound calls or otherwise by making
outbound calls. Also it is assumed that consumers could, if necessary, stop increasing calling minutes by not answering inbound
calls or stop making outbound calls.

7monthlyincome per person = monthly income
household size

, Da
i is the high income dummy which equals to 1 if household i has monthly

income per person higher than $1000 per month.
8Consumers’ key demographic characteristics include family dummy, the age of the head of the household is over 55 dummy,

and renting dummy.
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Discussion of the model choice. We choose to incorporate the perception error in consumers’ consumption

choice to reflect the fact consumers have uncertainty about their actual usage relative to the allowance

included in the three-part tariff plan. This certainly, in turn, translates into consumers’ uncertainty about

the exact marginal price for the next calling minute in the context of the three-part tariff plan. Different

from the marketing literatures on two-part tariffs ( Danaher [4]; Essegaier et al. [5]; Kumar & Rao [13]),

this modeling choice is specific to a three-part tariff context (as in Lambrecht & Skiera [15]; Iyengar et al.

[12]; Lambrecht et al. [14] Fibich et al. [6]).

The model proposed here differs from those in the previous literature on three-part tariff in a sense that

it incorporates a new dimension of consumer usage uncertainty and price uncertainty that are consistent

with the “Bill Shock” regulation. The same modeling approach could be applied to the context with a block-

pricing structure, in which the marginal price changes according to the cumulated usage, as with electricity

pricing. For a two-part tariff context, in which the marginal price does not change according to the usage,

the inclusion of perception error will have no impact on consumers’ calling decisions in expectation, please

refer to appendix for further details.

Field Study Supporting the Model Assumption. To support the crucial assumption made in the model, we

conducted a field study at a major university in North America. We asked people passing by a hot spot of

the university during lunchtime to fill out a survey in exchange for a chocolate bar. On the first page of the

survey, we asked respondents to estimate their current usage of voice, text and data during this monthly

billing cycle. We then asked them to turn over the page and check their actual usage of voice, text and data

this month, either from their phones or by logging on to their online account.

We collected 100 surveys from this field study. In the end, 86 respondents completed the information

on estimated voice usage and actual voice usage; 82 completed the information on estimated text usage

and actual text usage; 75 completed the information on estimated data usage and actual data usage. We

define people’s perception error as the ratio of their actual usage over their estimated (perceived) usage.

The results presented here regarding respondents’ perception error on voice, text and data usage come from

surveys with completed information on estimated and actual usage of voice, text and data respectively.

Table 1 presents summary statistics of respondents’ perception error on their voice usage, text usage

and data usage. The table shows that the mean of perception error on voice, text and data is close to 1;

i.e., on average, people have a correct perception about their real usage. Figure 2 presents the histogram of

the perception error of respondents’ voice, text and data usage from this field study. The figure shows that

the distribution of respondents’ perception error on their voice, text and usage resembles to a log-normal

distribution.
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Furthermore, the correlation between the difference between perceived voice usage and actual voice usage

and perceived voice usage is 0.89, which means that the bigger is perceived voice usage, the bigger is the

difference between perceived voice usage and actual voice usage. This fact is consistent with the multiplicative

formulation of the perception error.

3.3. Stage 2: Consumers’ subscription decision

Utility from calling is only part of the consumer’s utility from subscribing to a plan. In particular, the

consumer suffers from the disutility of paying the plan’s monthly fixed fee. We assume that the total monthly

utility that consumer i enjoys from subscribing to plan j in market m is:

uijm = v(x∗ijm; θi, αi, Aj , pj) + Z ′jmλ+ αiFjm + ξjm + σεεijm, (5)

where v(x∗ijm), defined as in equation 2, is the maximum monthly utility from using plan j for consumer i,

and λ are taste parameters for plan j’s attributes Zjm. We include dummy variables in Zjm such as year,

firm, and whether roaming and long distance minutes are included in the monthly allowance.

We assume that the utility from the outside option in market m is T + σεεim0, which is the utility that

consumers get by spending all of their time on outside activities. The interpretation of the utility that

consumer i derives from plan j is the difference with respect to the above outside option. Note that T is

subtracted out in the difference, and the mean utility from the outside option can be thought of as being

normalized to zero. Given the distribution of utility function parameters and the plan’s attributes in a

given market, we can compute the model’s predicted market shares by aggregating over utility-maximizing

households.

Finally, for computational simplicity, we assume that the idiosyncratic errors εijm have an i.i.d extreme

value “double exponential” distribution. We denote the standard error of idiosyncratic errors to be σε, which

we estimate. Let Fmi be the distribution of consumer preferences and demographics in market m. Given the

distribution assumption on εijm, the model’s predicted market share for plan j in market m is:

sjm =

∫
{ exp((δjm + µijm)σ−1

ε )

1 +
∑
k exp((δkm + µikm)σ−1

ε )
}dFmi , (6)

where δjm = Z ′jmλ+ ᾱFjm + ξj and µijm = v(x∗ijm; θi, ai, Aj , pj) + (αi − ᾱ)Fjm. We aggregate the demand

at the plan level. In the estimation, we take a “Micro BLP” approach and match the model prediction with

the data both at the aggregate level-market shares and micro level-moments of monthly calling minutes.
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3.4. Stage 1: Mobile network operators’ pricing decision

A mobile network operator’s gross profit (i.e., profit before fixed costs) is

πfm(
−→
Fm,
−→
Am,
−→pm,
−−→
Jfm) = Nm

∑
j∈
−−→
Jfm

sjm(
−→
Fm,
−→
Am,
−→pm,
−−→
Jfm)(Fj − Cfm (7)

+
∑
i

{∫
ω

(
pj max{x∗ijmω −Aj , 0} − cfm(x∗ijmω)

)
dF (ω)

}
sijm(

−→
Fm,
−→
Am,
−→pm,
−−→
Jfm)

sjm(
−→
Fm,
−→
Am,
−→pm,
−−→
Jfm)

,

where m denotes market, f firm, and j plan.
−−→
Jfm = {j = 1, 2, . . . , J} is a list of offered plans in market m

with a corresponding list of monthly fixed fees
−→
Fm = {Fjm}j , allowances

−→
Am = {Ajm}j , and overage fees

−→pm = {pjm}j ; Nm is total number of households in market m; sjm is the market share of plan j in market

m; Cfm is firm f ’s cost of serving one consumer for in market m; cfm is firm f ’s marginal cost per minute in

market m; x∗ijmω is the number of minutes used by consumer i choosing plan j; and sijm is the probability

of consumer i choosing plan j in market m.

Mobile network operators compete by choosing plans’ pricing structures to maximize profits. A complete

pricing-strategy profile for one mobile network operator in one market includes the number of plans, and

for each plan, the fixed fee, allowance, and overage fee. In the counterfactual analysis, we allow the mobile

network operators to re-optimize their pricing strategy in response to regulation. To make the problem

tractable, we restrict each mobile network operator’s pricing strategy in each market to two variables: the

level of fixed fees, LF , and the level of overage fees, Lp, keeping all of the other components in the pricing

structure unchanged (that is, the number of plans and the allowances included in each plan unchanged).

The initial level of prices corresponds to LF = 1 and LP = 1. If the mobile network operator f decides

to increase the level of fixed fees LF in market m by 20 percent, this means that the fixed fees of all plans

offered by this mobile network operator f in market m would be increased by 20 percent, and LF would

increase from 1 to 1.2. Similarly, if mobile network operator f decides to decrease the level of overage fees

Lp in market m by 20 percent, then the overage fees of all plans offered by this mobile network operator f

in market m would be decreased by 20 percent, and Lp would decrease from 1 to 0.8.

The cost structure. For each mobile network operator f in market m, the total monthly cost (TMC) is

defined as

TMCfm = NcusCfm +Nmincfm + FMCfm, (8)

where Ncus is the total number of consumers served by firm f in market m; Nmin is the total number of

calling minutes by all consumers of firm f in market m; Cfm is the cost of serving one consumer for firm f

in market m; cfm is the marginal cost per minute for firm f in market m; and FMCfm is the fixed monthly

operating cost that is not affected by the number of consumers served or the total monthly calling minutes.
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The per-consumer cost includes the cost of customer service, billing, etc. The per-minute cost includes the

usage payment for (often, long distance) communication infrastructure owned by other companies, shadow

cost due to the network’s capacity constraint, and so on. In particular, if the demand of calling minutes for

a given network exceeds its capacity, then some calls need to be dropped. Each additional calling minute

induces a shadow cost due to increase of probability of exceeding the capacity constraint.

4. The Billing Dataset

The main data source for this paper is the bill-harvesting data collected by TNS Telecoms.

4.1. TNS national survey

TNS conducts a quarterly national survey of U.S. households. The sample used in the paper includes the

years 2000-2001, or eight quarters in total. The historical nature of these data has several advantages: (1) In

2000-2001, voice was the major function of mobile phones, which provides a cleaner setting in which to focus

on the voice usage of mobile phones only; (2) Mobile phones were more homogeneous in 2000-2001 than they

are today due to the absence of smart phones; (3) Mobile phones were a new product in 2000-2001; this fact

provides a cleaner setting for not considering the impact of family plans. Naturally, the older a dataset is,

the more difficult it is to apply it to current issues. That said, a study based on such historical data can

still provide useful implications for the present day: Even though text messages and data usage have become

important functions of mobile phones, three-part tariffs apply to text messages and data usage, as well. Of

course, the current dataset has the limitation that it is not recent enough to reflect the exact magnitude of

changes caused by the proposed regulation. A newer dataset that includes the observations after the changes

will have a more precise prediction of the impact of the regulation.

In its survey, TNS asks about households’ characteristics and ownership of mobile phones. Among 263,707

observations appearing in the survey in 2000-2001, 262,826 have complete key demographic information.

Among these 262,826 households, 130,259 (50%) of them own at least one mobile phone. 16,914 of these

130,259 households provide their mobile phone bill.

4.2. TNS mobile phone bills

As mentioned in the previous section, around 16 percent of households in the TNS national survey handed

in their mobile phone bills. There are, in total, 17,155 mobile phone bills; we call these the bill data. In a

separate file, 11,051 bills have detailed information on each outgoing and incoming call during the month;

we call this the call detail data. See appendix for more details on bill data. Table 2 presents the count of

bills and market share of major mobile network operators. Table 3 describes the summary statistics of the

bill data and the call detail data.
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4.3. Tariff data

MyRatePlan.com collects pricing plans charged by different mobile operators.9 We use tariffs offered in

the same period as the sample period (year 2000-2001) of the bill data to construct the choice set of consumers

in each market. A plan is uniquely defined by five key characteristics: monthly fixed fee; allowance; overage

fee; long distance price, and roaming fee. The plan’s coverage is directly associated with the long distance

and roaming fees: local plans charge a strictly positive price for both long distance calls and roaming calls;

regional plans offer free long distance calls and charge a strictly positive price for roaming calls; national

plans offer free long distance and roaming calls.

4.4. Estimation Sample

Bill data is matched with the tariff data to construct the estimation sample. See appendix for more

details on data matching process. Table 4 shows the summary characteristics of key variables of aggregate-

level and micro-level data in the estimation sample. At the aggregate market level, Table 4 shows summary

statistics on the number of providers, the market shares of the biggest and smallest provider and the average

number of plans offered per provider in each market; at the aggregate plan level, there are, in total, 577

plans in the 26 markets considered. Table 4 also shows the summary statistics on the key characteristics of

plans offered; at the micro level, there are in total 1,987 cell phone bills in all 26 markets considered, table 4

shows summary statistics on key demographic variables and cell phone usage variables associated with cell

phone bills. 1,987 cell phone bills are used to construct market shares of plans, providers in each of the 26

markets.10

5. Identification and Estimation Results

In this section, the model developed in section 4 is estimated. Table 5 shows the estimates of all parame-

ters in the model and their standard errors. In the estimation of standard errors, we take into account both

sampling error and simulation error as in Berry et al. [3]. The parameters are estimated using the following

algorithm:

5.1. Estimation Algorithm

For a given value of nonlinear parameters, {αD, σε, θ̄, σ, σω, θD}, we construct the model prediction on

monthly calling minutes and on the market share of plans.

9http://www.myrateplan.com/.
10One issue is that many plans have very few bills, and this may translate into measurement errors in the approximated

market shares. Since there are no aggregate data available on the market shares of plans, it is hard to know the magnitude of
measurement errors in the approximated market shares. In principle, the approximated market shares should be close to the
true market shares of plans when cell phone bills are randomly sampled.
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Step 1: Simulate the preference parameter θim for each simulated consumer i in market m.

We simulate i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm in m = 1, 2, . . . ,M markets. The demographics of each simulated consumer

Dim in marketm are drawn from the observations in the corresponding market in the national survey data.We

also draw one realization of usage shocks νim for each simulated consumer from the assumed distribution

(normal with mean 0 and variance σ2). Each simulated consumer i’s calling preference θim is computed

according to equation (4).

Step 2: Given the preference parameter θim for each simulated consumer i in market m, compute

consumer i’s perceived optimal usage under plan j, x∗ij ; compute the utility each simulated consumer i gets

from plan j and the model prediction on the market share of plans.

Consumer i’s perceived optimal usage under plan j, x∗ij , can be obtained by solving equation (B.1) in the

appendix B.1.1. Then, the utility each simulated consumer i gets from plan j is computed using equation

(5). The model prediction on each plan’s market share can then be computed using equation (6).

Step 3: Recover the model’s prediction on the probability of consumer i choosing plan j in market m,

ŝijm; use ŝijm as a weighting measure to construct moments of the model predicted monthly calling minutes

conditional on plan choices and subscribing to mobile phones; construct moments used in the estimation by

taking the difference between the model predicted moments and the moments in the data.

Construction of moments in the estimation. Let p̂ijm =
∑NJm

j=1 ŝijm be the probability of subscribing to

mobile phones for consumer i in market m; the moments used in estimation can be constructed as follows:

M1 =

M∑
m=1

nm
n

{ 1

Nm

Nm∑
i=1

{
NJm∑
j=1

Pr(0.9 ≤
x∗ijmω

Ajm
≤ 1.1)ŝijm}p̂−1

ijm

}
− pur = 0

M2 =

M∑
m=1

nmd
nd

{ 1

Nmd

Nmd∑
i=1

{
NJm∑
j=1

Eω(x∗ijmω)ŝijm}p̂−1
ijm

}
− x̄d = 0

M3 =
(( n
n−1 )

∑M
m=1

nm

n

{
1
Nm

∑Nm

i=1{
∑NJm

j=1 Eω(x∗ijmω − ˆ̄xω)2ŝijm}p̂−1
ijm

}
)

1
2

|ˆ̄x|
− σx
|x̄|

= 0

M4 =

M∑
m=1

NJm
NJ

{ 1

NJm

NJm∑
j=1

ξjmZ
d
jm

}
= 0

M1−M4 are four sets of moment conditions used in the estimation: (1) the probability that the monthly

calling minutes fall in between 90% and 110% of the allowance; (2) the mean of monthly calling minutes for

the eight combinations of three demographic groups (family, age, and rent); (3) the coefficient of variation in

monthly calling minutes; (4) the covariance of demand-side instruments, Zdjm, with the unobserved demand

shock ξjm. On the left hand side are moments from the model prediction, and the corresponding moments in

the data are on the right-hand side. For the first four sets of moments, the model prediction is constructed as

the weighted average of the average per market using the number of observations per market in the data as
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weight (nm is the number of observations in market m in the data, and n is the total number of observations

in the data); the average in each market is computed by averaging the weighted average of each simulated

individual (using the probability of each individual choosing a particular plan (ŝijm) conditional on choosing

mobile phone services (p̂−1
ijm) as weights). Nm is the number of simulated individuals in market m. For the

moment (1), given the parametric assumption on the distribution of the usage error ω, Pr(0.9 ≤ x∗
ijmω

Ajm
≤ 1.1)

is computed using F (1.1
Ajm

x∗
ijm

) − F (0.9
Ajm

x∗
ijm

) where F is the cumulative distribution function of ω. For the

moment (2), nmd is the number of observations in the demographic group d in market m in the data, nd is

the total number of observations in the demographic group d in the data and Nmd is the number of simulated

individuals in the demographic group d in market m. For the moment (3), ˆ̄x is the model predicted mean

calling minutes and x̄ is the mean calling minutes observed in the data. For the moment (4), nmI is the

number of observations in the income level I in market m in the data, nI is the total number of observations

in the income level I in the data and NmI is the number of simulated individuals in the income level I in

market m.

With 25 moments and 17 parameters, the model is over-identified. we conduct Hansen test for over-

identification restriction. The J-statistics is 2.53 and q
χ2
25−17

0.95 = 15.51. Because J-statistics is smaller than

q
χ2
8

0.95, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the model is valid at 95% confidence level.

5.2. The identification and estimation results of consumers’ preference parameters

We first estimate the distribution of preferences for calling on mobile phones, θi, and the distribution of

the perception error ω, using individual calling data; we then estimate jointly with price coefficient, αi, and

non-price preference parameters λj , using market share, price, and plan characteristics data. Recall that

consumers make a choice of plan based on the preference parameter θi, which is observed fully by consumers

but not fully by the econometrician. For this reason, when observing consumption patterns, we need to

take into account the bias created by selection into plans. We correct for this selection bias by constructing

moments of the model’s prediction on monthly calling minutes conditional on plan choices and subscribing

to mobile phones. The conditioning on plan choices requires knowing the parameters of the model of plan

choices (stage two in the model, given in equation (5)). 11

Consumer i’s monthly calling minutes on plan j, xijm, are obtained by solving equation B.1; hence, xijm

depends on the calling preference, θi, the distribution of perception error, F (ω), the monthly allowance of

plan j, Aj , and the overage fee of the plan j, pj . The calling data are the measurement of monthly calling

minutes at the individual level. We estimate the distribution of θi and ω by matching moments of the model’s

11We jointly estimate the parameters of the distribution of calling preferences, marginal utility of income, and perception
errors, together with the plan choice parameters, as in Lee [16].
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prediction of monthly calling minutes to moments in the calling data.

The constructed moments are sensitive to model parameters. For example, the mean of monthly calling

minutes for the eight combinations of three demographic groups (family, age, and rent) is sensitive to the

demographic parameters in the preference parameter θi; the coefficient of variation in monthly calling min-

utes is sensitive to the standard deviation of the unobserved heterogeneity, σ: because of the exponential

specification of the preference parameter (see equation 4), the unobserved heterogeneity is in fact multiplica-

tive of the mean of the preference parameter, which makes the coefficient of variation (i.e. the ratio between

standard deviation and the mean) a more suitable moment for the identification of this parameter.

5.2.1. Identification and estimation result of the perception error

The perception error is identified using the smoothness of the distribution of the usage ratio around 1

and the parametric assumption on the perception error. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the usage ratio

in the data: there is no clear mass point in the distribution of the usage ratio around 1. The perception

error is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution with parameters µ and σω, which are the mean and

standard deviation of ω’s natural logarithm. In addition, we also assume that consumers have, on average,

correct perception of their actual usage–i.e., E(xijω) = xijE(ω) = xij . Given that ω is log normal, this

implies that µ =
−σ2

ω

2 . Under these parametric assumptions, the parameter σω determines the distribution

of the perception error ω. Here, we assume that the variance of perception error is different for high income

and low income consumers and stationary over time. In reality, consumers could learn about the variance

of perception error over time; however, without the panel data that tracks the same consumer’s usage over

months, we cannot incorporate the learning process in the current setting.

σω is identified by the key moment in the data: the probability of the usage ratio being between 0.90

and 1.10–that is, the probability that consumers’ actual usage level is between 90 percent and 110 percent

of the monthly allowance. Table 6 compares this moment in the data and the same moment simulated from

the model by setting the key parameter σω at different levels for high income and low income consumers.

Table 6 also shows the value of the key moment for two other values of the variance of ω–specifically, 25

percent and 50 percent of the estimated value. Table 6 confirms the discussion in the identification section:

When σω is zero–i.e., consumers have a precise perception of their actual usage level–a large proportion of

consumers end up using between 90 and 110 percent of their allowance because of the discontinuity in the

marginal price. The larger the variance in consumers’ perception error is–i.e., the larger σω–the lower is the

proportion of consumers who end up using between 90 and 110 percent of their allowance.
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5.2.2. Identification of estimation results of price coefficients

The price coefficient is identified using moment (4), the covariance of demand-side instruments, Zdjm,

with the unobserved demand shock, ξjm. Our instruments for the monthly fixed fee of plans follow standard

practice in demand estimation on aggregate data. First, we allow observed product characteristics, Zjm, to

instrument for themselves. Observed product characteristics include dummy variables for non-minutes plan

characteristics such as firm, year, etc. Second, we account for price endogeneity by instrumenting for it with

the average price of plans with similar allowance levels offered in the same economic area groupings, but

outside the same economic area.12 We discretize the allowance level to six different groups: smaller than 100

minutes; 100 to 200 minutes; 200 to 300 minutes; 300 to 400 minutes; 400 to 600 minutes; and more than

600 minutes. Following Hausman [11], these are often called Hausman instruments. These instruments have

been used for demand estimation in settings such as Nevo [18]. We have tested for the weak instruments.

The concentration parameter µ2 equals to 10281, the number of instruments K is 7. µ2/7 = 1469 is large

enough that we could conclude the instruments are not weak.

The second and third rows of Table 7 present the mean and standard deviation of the price elasticities

in terms of major mobile network operators’s market shares with respect to the fixed fee levels.

The fourth and fifth rows of Table 7 present the mean and standard deviation of the price elasticities

in terms of overage minutes (the number of minutes that are charged with overage fees) of major mobile

network operators with respect to the overage fee levels. The overage minutes’ price elasticity of a particular

firm in each market is computed as the percentage change of the firm’s number of overage minutes when

the overage fees of all plans offered by this firm in this market are increased by one percent, while holding

prices of other firms constant. For example, Sprint was operating in 20 out of 26 markets in the estimation

sample; if Sprint increases the overage fees of all plans in one market by one percent, while holding prices

of other firms in the same market constant, Sprint’s number of overage minutes would, on average (average

across markets where this firm is present), decrease by 1.93 percent.

5.3. The identification and estimation results of costs

As mentioned in the discussion of cost structure in the previous section, there are two major sources

of cost for one mobile network operator in one market: the cost per customer and the cost per minute,

which are denoted by Cfm and cfm, respectively, for firm f in market m. We use the profit-maximization

problem of the mobile network operator f in market m to identify these two components of costs for each

firm-market pair. This specification gives a linear approximation to firms’ cost structure; it does not account

12The Economic Area Groupings also know as Regional Economic Area Groupings for 220 MHz which were created by
Commission staff are an aggregation of economic areas into 6 regions excluding the Gulf of Mexico.
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for economies of scale.

In the counterfactual analysis, we allow the mobile network operators to re-optimize their pricing strategy

in response to the regulation. To make the problem tractable, we restrict the pricing strategy of each mobile

network operator in each market to two variables: the level of fixed fees LF and the level of overage fees Lp,

keeping all the other components in the pricing structure unchanged (the number of plans and allowances

included in each plan are kept unchanged). Hence, the first-order condition of profit with respect to the level

of fixed fees and overage fees provides two optimization conditions to identify the cost per customer and the

cost per minute.

Discussion of the cost-per-consumer estimates. The estimated cost per consumer is much lower than Merrill

Lynch’s measure reported in table 8 because its measure of monthly operating cost per consumer is computed

using the average revenue per consumer reported by firms and the accounting margin; and firms usually

include the fixed monthly operating costs as defined in equation 8 as part of the accounting cost, which is

divided by the number of consumers in the computation of the accounting margin per consumer. The fixed

monthly operating costs do not increase with the marginal increase in the number of consumers and, hence,

should not be counted in the cost per consumer from an economics point of view.

Discussion of cost-per-minute estimates. As discussed in the industry model section, the marginal cost of

one minute is a linear approximation of the cost structure imposed by the capacity constraint. Before hitting

the network’s capacity constraint, the marginal cost of one minute is zero; once the capacity constraint is

reached, there is a sudden jump in the marginal cost per minute. The effect of the capacity constraint is

presented in the form of dropped calls in reality.

During the sample period, unlimited plans were uncommon, and most were associated with high over-

age fees. This pricing structure was partially due to the high capacity constraint that mobile network

operators were facing at the beginning of the industry. The cost per minute is estimated through the profit-

maximization problem of mobile network operators with respect to overage fees; thus, the cost-per-minute

estimates reflect the level of the capacity constraint that made the overage fees observed in the data optimal.

As mobile network operators acquired more spectrum and lessened the capacity constraint with respect to

voice traffic, more unlimited plans have been offered in the last few years.

6. The Effects of “Bill Shock” Regulation

As discussed above, the lack of bunching of call minutes at the monthly allowance level is indicative of

consumer uncertainty regarding price. We model consumers’ perception error in recalling past usage as the

source of such price uncertainty. In other words, consistent with this modeling strategy, we now simulate the
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effects of the “Bill Shock” regulation on mobile network operators’ profit and pricing decisions by running

the following counterfactual:

Under Bill Shock regulation, cell phone companies are required to alert consumers when their usage hit

the allowance. Therefore, when the consumer does not receive the alert from her cell phone company, she

at least knows that her actual usage is below the allowance even if she does not keep track of it precisely.

Such knowledge helps her update the distribution of perception error and her expected utility from calling

minutes. On the other hand, if she receives the alert when her perceived call minutes is xi, she realizes

that her actual call minutes xiω is identical to the allowance Aj , and therefore she learns the realization of

ω = Aj/xi.
13

We will solve for the consumer’s optimal choice of calling minutes under this Bill shock regulation in two

cases. In the first case, suppose that θi > Aj . In this case, the consumer has no incentive to stop calling

until she receives the alert, because it is optimal for her to make call up to θi minutes when there is no

overage fee. But once she receives the alert, she learns the realization of ω = ωi and thus chooses perceived

calling minutes xi so that the actual calling minutes xiωi maximizes her utility.

xi(ωi) = arg max
x≥Aj/ωi

θi ln(xωi) + xi0 + αipj(xωi −Aj)

subject to xωi + xi0 ≤ T,

which can be solved as

xi(ωi) =


Aj

ωi
if θi ∈ (Aj , (1− αipj)Aj ],

θi
ωi(1−αipj) if θi > (1− αipj)Aj .

In the second case, suppose that θi ≤ Aj . We first note that, in this case, the consumer has no incentive

to increase her calling minutes when she receives the alert, because she then knows that her actual usage is

identical to Aj . The consumer’s utility when she receives the alert is

uAj
= θi lnAj + T −Aj .

On the other hand, when the consumer does not receive the alert, she will learn that her perception error is

in the range (0, Aj/xi). Therefore, her expected utility from making xi minutes of perceived usage is

vna(xi) =

∫
ω

{θi ln(xiω) + xi0} dF (ω|ω < Aj/xi),

where xi0 = T −
∫
ω

(xiω)dF (ω|ω < Aj/xi) and F (ω|ω < Aj/xi) is a distribution function of ω conditional

13Note that we can identify two part tariff as a special case where Aj = xi = 0 (i.e. there is zero minute allowance, and the
consumer receives the alert at the very beginning of the month. In this case, the information of ω she can learn from the alert,
xiω = Aj , is nothing, which coincides with our intuition that the Bill Shock alert plays no role under the two part tariff.
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on ω < Aj/xi. The consumer, who has not received the alert at a perceived usage level xi, will increase her

calling minutes if and only if the expected utility of doing so exceeds her current utility vna(xi). In other

words, denoting ρ∆(xi) = Prob{ω > Aj/(xi+ ∆)|ω < Aj/xi} for the probability of receiving the alert at the

usage level xi + ∆ conditional on ω < Aj/xi, the consumer will increase her calling minutes if and only if

vna(xi) ≤ ρ∆(xi)uAj + (1− ρ∆(xi))v
na(xi + ∆). (9)

Let x∗i be the perceived usage level that satisfies (9) with equality. Then, the consumer’s optimal choice of

perceived calling minutes, when the realization of perception error is ω = ωi, can be written as

xi(ωi) =


x∗i if x∗i < Aj/ωi,

Aj/ωi if x∗i ≥ Aj/ωi.

See Appendix for further details.

We first show what would happen to mobile network operators’ profit when the pricing structure of

calling plans remains unchanged. While this first counterfactual is not realistic in terms of predicting actual

changes, it provides a useful indication to how information on marginal price affects consumer demand and

how firms’ pricing incentives change as a result. In the second counterfactual, we allow mobile network

operators to adjust their pricing structures and see what their new price strategies would be. We then see

how this new pricing structure would affect the usage by the customers and consequently the profits of the

operators.

6.1. The effects with the unchanged pricing structure

Table 9 presents the monthly per-household and total effect of the “Bill Shock” regulation, keeping the

pricing structure unchanged. The table shows that the monthly industry profit would have decreased by $519

million if mobile network operators kept prices unchanged after the elimination of consumers’ perception

error. A significant proportion of this loss would come from the $64 million decrease in monthly overage

payments. After consumers receive information on when their usage hits the allowance and no longer have

uncertainty regarding marginal price, the probability of making overage payments decreases from 0.20 to

0.08 and 46 percent of subscribing consumers would use exactly their allowance. In short, with an unchanged

price structure after the regulation, the operators would hurt whereas the customers would benefit as the

regulation removes their perception error.

6.2. The effects with price response

To compute the new price equilibrium under the “Bill Shock” regulation, we let each mobile network

operator f in each market m to readjust the level of fixed fees LFfm, overage fees Lpfm, and allowances
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LAfm for all of its plans. The new price equilibrium is the Nash equilibrium of firms’ pricing strategy in

the counterfactual case. Table 10 shows the changes in fixed fees, overage fees and allowances in the new

price equilibrium: All major mobile network operators decrease the allowance level. Most of mobile network

operators decrease their fixed fee and overage fee as well. However, the decrease in fixed fees is less than

the decrease in allowances which means that the per-minute price included in the plan is more expensive.

T-mobile is the only firm that would not decrease the allowance much, but would slightly increase the fixed

fee. It might be due to the fact that T-mobile has very small per minute cost relative to other firms and find

it more profitable to offer relatively more free minutes in the plan.

Table 11 shows that the drop in profit due to the Bill Shock regulation with price change is smaller

than without price change (reported in Table 9). There are two reasons for this difference. One is that

the decrease in overage fees leads to more fraction of consumers incurring overage payments, from 8 to 51

percent. The second reason is that lower overage fees increase consumer valuations for the plan, which, in

turn, allows network operators to increase per minute price offered as free minutes.

In terms of welfare, on the intensive margin, the decrease in overage fees shrinks the gap between the

overage fees and the marginal cost per minute; this price reduction leads to a gain in welfare. The welfare

gain is captured mostly by consumers, while the industry profit slightly decrease. Also, the penetration rate

increases from 52% to 61%.

Finally, we find that price changes have different implications for different segments of consumers: Table

12 displays the changes in consumers surplus and industry revenue where consumers are classified according

to their preference parameter (the lower quartiles corresponding to lighter users). Table 12 shows that the

lightest users and heaviest users benefit more than consumers in the middle. For the lightest users, the

reduction of free minutes do not affect them much and the reduction in fixed fees benefit them. For the

heaviest users, the reduction in overage fees benefit them. While for consumers in the middle, the reduction

of free minutes offsets the benefit from reduction in fixed fees and overage fees.

Now if we compare the total surplus where we incorporate the price response of the operators with those

with the unchanged pricing structure, we see that it is significantly higher ($476.31 million vs -$2 million)

in the former case. When allowed to adjust their prices, the operators still continued to make profits after

the ‘bill shock’ regulation but the amount was lower compared to the case where there was no regulation.

However, if they had not adjusted their prices accordingly, they would have made a significant loss and overall

surplus would have been negative. The surplus with adjusted prices is also higher than the baseline case

($411 million) when there is no regulation. Thus, we can say that the regulation would have had improved

the overall efficiency
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, we tackle the substantive question of what will happen to firm profit and consumer welfare

when a consumer protection policy is enacted to provide consumers with more information. To make it

more realistic, we allow firms to re-adjust their pricing practices in response to the policy to verify that any

benefits to the consumer survive in equilibrium. We find that, in the new equilibrium, consumers will still

benefit while industry profit will slightly decrease.

Academic researchers will benefit from the modelling approach used in this paper. Understanding the

effect of consumer protection policies on firms’ marketing strategies is not an easy task. The challenge lies

in the fact that these policies are often proposed because consumers’ behavior deviates from the standard

economic model with fully informed and rational agents. A model that attempts to incorporate the source of

consumers’ limited information and bounded rationality has the danger of deviating so far from the standard

economic model that it is not estimable and cannot be used to make any reasonable predictions on firms’

marketing strategies in response to the regulation. We overcome that challenge by finding the right degree

of deviation in the modeling approach: in our model, consumers make judgment mistakes, but they know

that they make these mistakes and take this factor into account in their utility-maximization problem.

Future research could extend the model proposed in this paper to study the effect of consumer protection

policies in other industries and settings. It would be interesting to see how firms’ marketing strategies

will change differently in other settings and what the implications of this difference for industry profit and

consumer welfare would be.
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Figure 1-a: Demonstration of the perception error
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Pricing Subscription Calling 

Introduction Data Model Counterfactuals This graph demonstrates the existence of perception error of one particular consumer under one particular
plan. This consumer’s calling preference is represented by the curve MU (marginal utility of calling). If the
marginal price of calling is zero for the whole month (unlimited plan), this consumer would like to stop calling
at 400 minutes. However, the actual overage fee that this consumer faces is 0 when she calls fewer than
120 minutes and jumps to $0.60/min when she calls more than 120 minutes. This consumer has uncertainty
about her actual usage q = xω: At any perceived usage x, she never knows what the exact realization of her
perception error ω = q

x is (it could be the case that ω = 1, which means that she has the correct perception
of her actual usage; it could also be the case that ω = 2, which means that even though her perceived usage
is x = 120, her actual usage is xω = 240.).

Figure 1-b: Demonstration of the impact of the perception error on consumer’s calling decision and overage payment
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Introduction Data Model Counterfactuals 
In this graph, the real marginal price per minute is 0 when the monthly calling minutes are fewer than 120
minutes and then jumps to $0.60/min. If the consumer is perfectly certain about her usage, she will stop
calling at exactly 120 minutes in this example. With the perception error, the perceived usage is different
from the actual usage: At any perceived usage, there is a chance that the actual usage passes the 120 minutes
threshold and the $0.60/min overage fee applies; taking this fact into account, the perceived marginal price
per minute is positive at any perceived usage. This consumer will stop calling at point x. The expected
overage payment is represented by the area EP.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of the Perception Error from Field Study

Number of obs Mean Std Min Max
Voice 86 0.96 0.83 0 3.8
Text 82 1.17 1.10 0 5
Data 75 0.91 0.69 0 3.3

Table 1 presents summary statistics of respondents’ perception error on their voice usage, text usage and
data usage.

Table 2: Count of bills and market share of major mobile network operators

Bill count in bill data
mobile network operator bill count percentage market shares (Kagan)

Sprint 1,327 8% 9%
AT&T 2,218 13% 12%

Voicestream Wireless(T-mobile) 476 3% 4%
Verizon 3,540 21% 25%

Cingular 1,636 10% 19%
Others 7,958 46% 31%

Total 17,155 100% 100%
Bill count in call detail data

mobile network operator bill count percentage market shares (Kagan)
Sprint 1,100 10% 9%
AT&T 1,618 15% 12%

Voicestream Wireless(T-mobile) 380 3% 4%
Verizon 2,430 22% 25%

Cingular 856 8% 19%
Others 4,667 42% 31%

Total 11,051 100% 100%
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Table 3: Summary statistics of bill data and call detail data

Bill data
variable number of bills mean std. dev. min max

fixed fee $/mo 16,894 32.20 22.80 0.00 349.98
free min used/mo 16,986 115.84 269.91 0.00 5473

billed min/mo 16,986 36.67 148.03 0.00 3256
total min used/mo 16,986 154.29 329.03 0 5715

Call detail data: billed calls
bills with billed calls number of bills percent average payment max payment

roaming only 1,359 22% 6.58 $/mo 521.14 $/mo
long distance only 2,681 44% 4.57 $/mo 165.69 $/mo

roaming and long distance 1,057 17% 9.02 $/mo 287.14 $/mo
non-roaming overage 3,495 57% 20.06 $/mo 438.90 $/mo
bills with billed calls 6,100 100% 16.53 $/mo 620.45 $/mo

billed calls number of calls percent average duration average payment
roaming only 6,591 7% 2.58 min 1.36 $/call

long distance only 13,217 11% 3.28 min 0.93 $/call
roaming and long distance 4,098 4% 2.83 min 2.33 $/call

non-roaming overage 87,242 77% 2.66 min 0.80 $/call
total billed calls 111,148 100% 2.74 min 0.91 $/call

Fixed fee is the monthly fixed fee of the three-part tariff plan. Free minutes used indicates total number of
minutes used during the month for which there is no charge (either free minutes included in the allowance or
free off-peak minutes). Billed minutes are minutes that are charged a strictly positive price (either minutes
outside of the allowance, or roaming/long distance calls that are usually not free for local and regional plans).
Total minutes used are the sum of free minutes used and billed minutes.
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Figure 2: Histogram of Perception Error of Voice, Text and Data Usage from Field Study

 

 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of respondents’ perception error on their voice, text and usage.

Figure 3: Histogram of the usage ratio in the data
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This graph shows the histogram of the usage ratio in the data. Usage ratio is defined as the ratio of monthly
calling minutes over total number of free minutes included in the plan. r is the radius of interval used for
the histogram: the distance between the boundary of the interval and the center of the interval. In this
histogram, r=0.10: the histogram of the usage ratio around 1 is approximated by the number of observations
with usage ratio between 1-0.10 and 1+0.10.
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Table 4: Summary statistics in the estimation sample

Aggregate data: Market Level
Variable number of market mean std. dev. min max

number of providers per market 26 4.19 0.69 3 5
market share of the biggest provider 26 0.26 0.06 0.16 0.39

market share of the smallest provider 26 0.05 0.02 0.002 0.10
average number of plans per provider 26 5.22 1.58 2.40 8.75

Aggregate data: Plan Level
Variable number of plan mean std. dev. min max

fixed fee ($/mo) 577 40 17 15 128
allowance (min/mo) 577 311 238 0 1400
overage fee ($/min) 577 0.35 0.07 0.18 0.65

free long distance calls 577 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00
free roaming calls 577 0.27 0.44 0.00 1.00

market share 577 3% 2% 0% 16%
Micro data

Variable number of hh mean std. dev. min max
monthly calling minutes (min/mo) 1,987 185 298 0 3169

family 1,987 0.77 0.42 0.00 1.00
head age over 55 1,987 0.35 0.48 0.00 1.00

renting 1,987 0.21 0.41 0.00 1.00
high income 1,987 0.85 0.36 0.00 1.00

prob of incur overage charges 1,987 17% 38% 0% 100%
overage charges ($/mo) 1,987 17 62 0 729
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Table 5: Estimates of parameters in the model

Symbol in
the paper

parameter
estimate

standard
error

interpretation

logit standard error σε 87.48 36.36
mean preference
parameter

θ̄ 5.00 0.37

standard deviation of
unobservable heteogeneity

σ 0.98 0.12

standard deviation of
log of perception error
for high income consumers

σωh
0.27 0.05

standard deviation of
log of perception error
for low income consumers

σωl
0.22 0.10

price coefficient α -16.15 16.84
income effect αD 2.97 11.46
preference shifter:
family dummy

θD 0.04 0.15

preference shifter:
hh head age
over 55 dummy

θD -0.05 0.14

preference shifter:
renting dummy

θD 0.01 0.27

year dummy:
year 2000

λ -3.99 3.26 compared with year 2001

AT&T dummy λ -12.66 5.25 compared with Verizon
Cingular dummy λ -10.71 4.10 compared with Verizon
Sprint dummy λ -11.84 4.34 compared with Verizon
VoiceStream (T-mobile) dummy λ -13.17 3.81 compared with Verizon
Other carrier dummy λ -13.77 4.90 compared with Verizon
free long distance dummy λ -7.89 2.25
free roaming dummy λ 1.13 0.80

Table 6: Comparison of the moments from model simulations and from data

prob of usage ratio is between 0.90 to 1.10
High Income Consumers Low Income Consumers

data 0.06 0.08
model simulation: variance of omega as estimated 0.06 0.08
model simulation: variance of omega=0 0.49 0.53
model simulation: variance of omega 1/4 as estimated 0.26 0.31
model simulation: variance of omega 1/2 as estimated 0.18 0.22

This table compares the probability of the usage ratio being between 0.90 and 1.10 (the probability that
consumers’ actual usage level is between 90% and 110% of the number of free minutes included in the chosen
plan) in the data and the same moment simulated from the model by setting the key parameter σω at
different levels for high income and low income consumers.
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Table 7: Estimates for price elasticities

Sprint AT&T Voicestream Verizon Cingular
number of markets 20 26 13 20 12
mean own price elasticities wrt fixed fee -4.55 -4.19 -3.22 -3.11 -4.02
median own price elasticities wrt fixed fee -4.37 -4.11 -3.11 -3.09 -3.93
mean own price elasticities wrt overage price -1.93 -1.85 -2.11 -2.01 -1.99
median own price elasticities wrt overage price -1.90 -1.88 -2.15 -1.95 -1.92

Number of markets is the number of markets where a particular firm is present. The subscription price
elasticity is defined as the percentage change in the penetration rate (the percentage of the population with
mobile phones) in one market with a one percentage point increase in fixed fees of all plans in the market. A
particular firm’s price elasiticity in each market is computed as the percentage change in the firm’s market
share when the fixed fees of all plans offered by this firm in this market are increased by 1 percent, while
holding prices of other firms constant. For example, Sprint was operating in 20 out of 26 markets in the
estimation sample; if Sprint increases the fixed fee of all plans in one market by one percent while holding
prices of other firms in the same market constant, the market share of Sprint would, on average (average
across markets where this firm is present), decrease by 4.55 percent.

Table 8: Estimates for costs

Sprint AT&T Voicestream Verizon Cingular
number of markets 20 26 13 20 12
mean cost per customer $/mo 11.51 8.71 25.44 10.74 7.06
std.dev $/mo 11.01 12.45 5.93 14.44 10.32
Merrill Lynch: cost per customer $/mo 56.78 54.41 61.85 35.10 40.32
mean cost per minute $/min 0.14 0.17 0.03 0.14 0.20
std.dev $/mo 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.11 0.09
Industry estimate cost per minute $/min* 0.11

The 2nd and 3rd rows of table 8 present the mean and standard deviation of cost per consumer of major
mobile network operators across markets they served in the estimation sample. For example, Sprint served
in 20 out of 26 markets in the estimation sample; the mean cost per consumer across these 20 markets is
around $6, and the standard deviation of cost per consumer across these 20 markets is around $7. The
4th row of table 8 presents the Merrill Lynch measure of monthly operating cost per consumer reported in
Merrill Lynch Global Wireless Matrix 2Q04. Merrill Lynch Global Wireless Matrix reports quarterly the
estimates of monthly operating cost per consumer of major operators around world. The number reported
in this row is the average of the 8 quarters in 2000-2001 reported in Global Wireless Matrix 2Q04 for major
mobile network operators in US. The 5th and 6th row of table 8 present the mean and standard deviation of
cost per minute of major mobile network operators across markets they served in the estimation sample. For
example, Sprint served in 20 out of 26 markets in the estimation sample. The mean cost per minute across
these 20 markets is around $0.14, and the standard deviation of cost per minute across these 20 markets is
around $0.08. The last row of table 8 shows the costs per minute Sprint reported to FCC in the year 2003
in order to obtain a ruling from the FCC that it was entitled to seek reciprocal compensation based on its
own wireless network’s traffic-sensitive costs rather than the wireline carrier’s costs. (Please refer to table 2
in Littlechild [17].)
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Table 9: The effect of the “Bill Shock” regulation assuming no price adjustment

monthly per-household effect
before regulation
with perception

error

after regulation
without

perception error
change

Non-welfare outcomes
penetration of mobile 52% 56% 4%
mean monthly calling minutes
(cond on subscription)
(min/mo)

107 125 18

prob of using exactly free
minutes in the plan (cond on
subscription)

0.00 0.46 0.46

prob of making overage
payment (cond on subscription)

0.20 0.08 -0.12

mean monthly overage
payment(cond on pay overage)

$3 $1 -$1

Welfare Outcomes
mean consumer surplus $1 $2 $1
mobile operators profit $4 -$3 -$7
total surplus $5 $0 -$5
monthly total effect
Non-welfare outcomes
number of hh with mobile 41 million 45 million 4 million
total monthly calling minutes 5074 million 6352 million 1278 million
number of hh making overage
payment

8.3 million 3.7 million -4.6 million

monthly overage payment $147 million $83 million -$64 million
Welfare outcomes
total consumers surplus $92 million $198 million $106 million
total mobile operators profit $319 million -$200 million -$519 million
total surplus $411 million -$2 million -$413 million

Table 9 presents the monthly per-household and total effect of the “Bill Shock” regulation, keeping the
pricing structure unchanged. We first compute the monthly per-household effect in each market (defined
as economic-year pair), then multiply the per-household effect in each market by the number of households
reported in Census in the year 2000. The numbers reported are the sums of the total effects of the 26 markets
in the estimation sample. The per household effect reported in table 9 is computed by dividing the total
effect reported in the table by the total number of households in 26 markets in the estimation sample. The
monetary values reported in Table 9 are in year 2000 dollars.

Table 10: Changes in fixed fees, overage fees and allowances after the “Bill Shock” regulation

number of
markets

mean change
in fixed fees

mean change
in overage prices

mean change
in allowances

Sprint 20 -27.00% -51.00% -57.00%
AT&T 26 -34.62% -40.00% -70.77%
Voicestream (T-mobile) 13 7.69% -60.00% -1.54%
Verizon 20 -15.00% -52.00% -26.00%
Cingular 12 -35.00% -41.67% -73.33%

Table 10 shows the changes in fixed fees, overage fees and allowances in the new price equilibrium.
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Table 11: The effect of the “Bill Shock” regulation with adjusted prices

monthly per-household effect
before regulation
with perception

error

after regulation
without

perception error
change

Non-welfare outcomes
penetration of mobile 52% 61% 9%
mean monthly calling minutes
(cond on subscription)
(min/mo)

107 88 -19

prob of using exactly free
minutes in the plan (cond on
subscription)

0.00 0.34 0.34

prob of making overage
payment (cond on subscription)

0.20 0.51 0.31

mean monthly overage
payment(cond on pay overage)

$3 $7 $4

Welfare Outcomes
mean consumer surplus $1 $4 $3
mobile operators profit $4 $2 -$2
total surplus $5 $6 $1
monthly total effect
Non-welfare outcomes
number of hh with mobile 41 million 50 million 9 million
total monthly calling minutes 5074 million 4892 million -92 million
number of hh making overage
payment

8.3 million 26.38 million 18.08 million

monthly overage payment $147 million $391 million $244 million
Welfare outcomes
total consumers surplus $92 million $354.96 million $262.96 million
total mobile operators profit $319 million $121.35 million -$197.65 million
total surplus $411 million $476.31 million $65.31 million
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Table 12: The per-household effect of the “Bill Shock” regulation with adjusted prices for different types of consumers

per household per month
before regulation
with perception

error

after regulation
without perception

error
change

Consumer surplus
first quartile -$39 -$38 $1
second quartile -$7 -$7 $0
third quartile -$14 -$13 $2
fourth quartile $93 $99 $6
Industry Revenue
first quartile $17 $12 -$5
second quartile $4 $3 -$1
third quartile $20 $17 -$3
fourth quartile $30 $33 $2
Penetration rate
first quartile 49% 55% 6%
second quartile 50% 57% 6%
third quartile 56% 63% 8%
fourth quartile 66% 72% 6%
Monthly calling minutes (cond
on subscription) (min/month)
first quartile 42 35 -7
second quartile 83 55 -28
third quartile 124 78 -46
fourth quartile 201 188 -14

This table presents the mean change for consumers whose preference parameters θi are in a different quartile
of the preference distribution.
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Appendix A. The proposed “Bill Shock” Regulation

The following text is taken from the section 3 of S. 732: Cell Phone Bill Shock Act of 2011: Notification
of cell phone usage limits; subscriber consent.

(a) Definition- In this section, the term ‘commercial mobile service’ has the same meaning as in section
332(d)(1) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 332(d)(1)).

(b) Notification of Cell Phone Usage Limits- The Federal Communications Commission shall promulgate
regulations to require that a provider of commercial mobile service shall–

(1) notify a subscriber when the subscriber has used 80 percent of the monthly limit of voice minutes,
text messages, or data megabytes agreed to in the commercial mobile service contract of the subscriber;

(2) send, at no charge to the subscriber, the notification described in paragraph (1) in the form of a voice
message, text message, or email; and

(3) ensure that such text message or email is not counted against the monthly limit for voice minutes,
text messages, or data megabytes of the commercial mobile service contract of the subscriber.

(c) Subscriber Consent- The Federal Communications Commission shall promulgate regulations to require
a provider of commercial mobile service shall–

(1) obtain the consent of a subscriber who received a notification under subsection (b) to use voice, text,
or data services in excess of the monthly limit of the commercial mobile service contract of the subscriber
before the provider may allow the subscriber to use such excess services; and

(2) allow a subscriber to, at no cost, provide the consent required under paragraph (1) in the form of a
voice message, text message, or email that is not counted against the monthly limit for voice minutes, text
messages, or data megabytes of the commercial mobile service contract of the subscriber.

Appendix B. Details on the Empirical Industry Model

Appendix B.1. Details on Stage 3: Consumers’ calling decision

Appendix B.1.1. Solution for the optimal perceived calling minute

The consumer’s expected overage payment is given by
∫
ω
pj max{xiω − Aj , 0} dF (ω). ω follows a dis-

tribution with the probability density function f(ω) and the cumulative distribution function F (ω). Taking
the derivative of the expected overage payment with respect to xi, we can derive the expected marginal price
of the next calling minute as follows.

∂

∂xi
(

∫
ω

pj max{xiω −Aj , 0}dF (ω))

=
∂

∂xi
(pj

∫
xiω−Aj>0

(xiω −Aj)f(ω)dω)

=
∂

∂xi
(pj(

∫
ω>

Aj
xi

xiωf(ω)dω −Aj(1− F (
Aj
xi

)))

= pj

∫
ω>

Aj
xi

ωf(ω)dω

= pj

∫
ω>

Aj
xi

ωf(ω)dω

(1− F (
Aj

xi
))

(1− F (
Aj
xi

))

= pj(E(ω|xijω > A)prob(xijω > A))

The consumer’s optimal choice is to equate expected marginal utility to expected opportunity cost for
the next calling minute, as illustrated in Figure 1-b. Formally, we have

θi
xij︸︷︷︸

EMU for the next calling minute

= aipj(E(ω|xijω > A)prob(xijω > A)) + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected opportunity cost of the next calling minute

(B.1)
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The solution for the optimal perceived calling minute x∗ij can be obtained by numerically solving equation
B.1.

Appendix B.1.2. The impact of perception error on consumers’ decision under two-part tariff

If consumer i is under a two-part tariff plan with monthly fixed fee of Fj and per minute price pj , with
perception error, consumer i tries to choose the perceived optimal number of calling minute xij to maximize
her expected utility conditional on the distribution of ω:

max
xij

vij(xij) =

∫
ω

utility from calling︷ ︸︸ ︷
θiln(xijω) +xi0 −

disutility from payment︷ ︸︸ ︷
αipj(xijω) dF (ω) (B.2)

subject to

∫
ω

(xijω)dF (ω) + xi0︸︷︷︸
outside activity

≤ T︸︷︷︸
time constraint

.

Let x∗ij be the optimal number of perceived minute. F.O.C implies that

θ

x∗ij
− (1 + αipj)

∫
ω

ωdF (ω) = 0. (B.3)

Because
∫
ω
ωdF (ω) = 1, we obtain x∗ij = θ

1+aipj
.

Appendix C. Details on data

Appendix C.1. Details on bill data

Bill data can be uniquely matched with call detail data using quarter-household ID-bill number. The bill
data and call detail data show the name of household’s mobile operator. Table 2 shows the count of bills in
bill data and call detail data by major mobile network operators in 2000-2001.

As a test of sample representativeness, the last column of Table 2 reports the aggregate market shares
reported in Kagan’s Wireless Telecom Atlas & Databook 2001 Volume 2. We find that the bill data and call
detail data are representative, with a few exception. The difference between the market share of Cingular in
bill-level data and that reported by Kagan may be explained by the fact that Cingular was established only
at the beginning of 2001, as a joint venture between SBC Communications and BellSouth; the bill-level data
include only Cingular bills in the year 2001 (not in the year 2000), while Kagan reports the market share of
SBC and BellShouth as that of Cingular in the year 2000.

Table 3 shows the summary statistics of key variables included in the bill data. The bill data have
two shortcomings. First, billed minutes reported in the data do not distinguish minutes that are charged
because of overage fees (minutes that are over the allowance) from roaming and long distance minutes that
are charged in the form of linear pricing for local and regional plans. Second, 4,057 bills recorded zero usage,
which is inconsistent with the call detail data. The call detail data overcome these shortcomings.

The 11,051 bills with call detail information report, in total, 748,391 calls. For each call, we can see the
time of the call, whether it is roaming, what charges apply to this call, and what long distance charges apply
to this call. We refer to 111,148 calls that were charged a strictly positive price outside of the allowance as
billed calls. Table 3 also shows the composition, duration, and charges of billed calls. Non-roaming overage
calls are calls that have been billed, but are neither roaming calls nor billed long distance calls.

Based on this information, we can overcome the shortcomings in the bill data discussed above: We can
compute how many billed minutes are due to overage fees (additional minutes that are over the allowance);
how many billed minutes are roaming minutes; and how many are long distance minutes. Finally, by adding
together the duration of all calls placed, we get the total number of minutes used.

Table 3 shows the average and maximum monthly charges of bills with billed calls outside of the allowance.
Among 11,051 bills with call detail information, 6,100 bills (around 55%) have billed calls. Among these
6,100 bills, 3,495 bills (around 57%) have billed calls due to non-roaming overage charges.
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Appendix C.2. Details on data matching process

This section presents the process of matching the bill data with the tariff data. We define a market
as an economic area-year pair.14 We match bills with the tariff data using the market-operator-fixed fee
listed in both sources and use 2,992 matched bills to construct the market share of plans.15 This data
matching process assumes that consumers chose the optimal plan from the choice set available in the same
year; consumers who chose plans that were not available from the same year have been excluded from the
estimation sample. Bills that belong to the five major operators account for 80 percent of matched bills in
the sample. The five major operators are: Sprint, AT&T, Voicestream Wireless(T-mobile), Verizon, and
Cingular. We aggregate all plans offered by operators other than the five major operators in each market.
Among plans offered by the five major operators, 95 percent of matched bills have fixed fees in the $19.99-
$59.99 range. For each major operator in each market, we aggregate plans with fixed fees higher than $59.99
into one plan.

The matched 2,992 bills cover 108 markets: 46 economic areas in the year 2000 and 62 economic areas
in the year 2001. 39 economic areas in the year 2000 have fewer than 30 matched bills, and 41 economic
areas in the year 2001 have fewer than 30 matched bills. These 80 markets have too few matched bills to
approximate the market shares of plans and, thus, are excluded from the estimation sample. Among the
remaining 28 markets, we also exclude one market from 2000 and one market from 2001 where the majority
of bills belong to non-major carriers and non-major plans.

Appendix D. Details on counterfactual

In this section, we will clarify the necessary and sufficient condition for the consumer, who has not
received the alert, to increase her calling minutes. Suppose that θi ≤ Aj , and that the consumer has not
received the alert at her current perceived usage level xi. When she increases her calling minutes by ∆ > 0,
the conditional probability of receiving the alert is

ρ∆(xi) = Prob{ω > Aj/(xi + ∆)|ω < Aj/xi}
= 1− F (Aj/(xi + ∆)|ω < Aj/xi)

= 1− F (Aj/(xi + ∆)

F (Aj/xi)
.

The consumer will increase her calling minutes if and only if

ρ∆(xi)uAj
+ (1− ρ∆(xi))vna(xi + ∆) > vna(xi)

⇔ vna(xi + ∆)− vna(xi) + (uAj
− vna(xi + ∆))ρ∆(xi) > 0

⇔ vna(xi + ∆)− vna(xi)

∆
+ (uAj

− vna(xi + ∆))
ρ∆(xi)

∆
> 0.

By taking the limit of ∆→ 0, we can obtain the desired necessary and sufficient condition as

v′na(xi) + (uAj
− vna(xi))

f(Aj/xi)

F (Aj/xi)

Aj
x2
i

> 0

14The Economic Area service areas are based on the Economic Areas delineated by the Regional Economic Analysis Division,
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce February 1995 (1-172), with the following additions: Guam and
the Northern Mariana Islands (173), Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (174), and American Samoa (175). The Federal
Communication Commission has also designated the Gulf of Mexico (176) as an additional Economic Area.

15We distinguish between plans with the same market-operator-fixed fee, but that differ in terms of whether they offer free
roaming calls or long distance calls. We double check the accuracy of matching by looking at whether free roaming calls or long
distance calls recorded in the bill are consistent with the corresponding characteristics of the plan. We also check whether the
usage level recorded in the bill is consistent with the allowance level of the plan and drop the matches that are inconsistent.
Please refer to the Appendix for additional details on the data-matching process.
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since

lim
∆→0

ρ∆(xi)

∆
=

1

F (Aj/xi)
lim

∆→0

F (Aj/xi)− F (Aj/(xi + ∆))

∆

=
1

F (Aj/xi)

(
Aj
x2
i

f(Aj/xi)

)
.
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